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planet Venus to return to earth    The earth-sun
distance is a fundamental value in astronomy
Astrology    Sft 35
Astronomy The Pythagoreans believed the stars
and planets moved with uniform circular
velocity in crystalline spheres centred round
the earth (the harmonj of the spheies )
Hipparehu<; (100-320 bc) made the first star
catalogue discovered the precession of the
equinoxes and introduced the idea of epicychc
motion His planetary sybtem in the fonn it
was presented by Ptolemy 200 years later held
until the Renaissance when CopemicaB revjvec1
thy heretical view flrst put forward by Aristir
chus of Samoa '<510-230 b c) that the sun and
not the earth wa= at the centre Galileo
accurate observer and experimenter wen1-
beyond Copenucu« helped by the eontnbu
tioiw of Tycho Brahe Giordano Bruno Kepler
and others he was able to overthrow the
Pto emaie system of the heavenly spheres and
Aristotelian phi'o^ophy and pave the way for
Newton and modem istronomy To Galileo
we owe the conception of acceleration to
Newion the *heory of universal gravitation
they showed that the same laws sovern both
celestial and terrestrial physics Three land
marks hi more recent times were the discoverv
rf Uranus by Herschel in 1781 which extended
the "olar sytem as then recognised the esthm
tion by Hubble in 1924 of the distance of
Andromeda winch showed ihat our Galaxy
wat. just one of many and Einstein s theory of
rf lativitv which improved on Newton s theory
of the solar system by bringing gravitation into
the domain of spice time Today radio
telescopes and space probes are advancing
astronomical knowledge and making it possible
to explore -egions beyond the scope of optical
telescopes The following have held the "oosi
tion of Astronomer Eoyal (period of office in
brackets) John Flamsteed (1675-1719)
Edmund Halley (1719-42) Tames Bradley
(1742-62) Nathaniel Bhss (1762-65) Nevil
Maskelyne (1765-1811) John Pond (1811-35)
Sir George Airy (1835-81) fair William Christie
(1881-1910) Sir Frank Dyson (1910-33) Sir
Harold Spencer Jones (1933-55) Sir Richaro
Woolley (1956- > See f 5-7
Astrophysics, a branch of astronomy concerned
with the physical nature and constitution of
celestial bodies Developments in space re
pearch technology have contributed to the
(Treat advance in this branch of science
Atoanasian Creed, one of the three ancient creeds
of the Christian Church often referred to as the
Qutcuntjue FuB is a statement of the doctrine
of the Trinity and the Incarnation, and though
named after St Athanasins the view is now
widely held that it is the work of St Ambrose
(389-97)
Athodyd also called BamJet or Propulsive
Duct Phis can be considered as an extremely
pimple gas turbine engine without any rotating
parts A power plant with great possibilities
for high-speed aerial flight it consists of a
diffuser combustion chamber and exhaust
chamber its thrust results from the fact that
the gases leaving the atbodyd have a higher
velocity than the gases entering it
Atmosphere is the gaseous envelope of the earth
and consists of a mixture of gases {see Air) and
water vapour the variability of the latter being
of great importance meteorologically The ozone
layer which absorbs ultra-violet radiation
which would be lethal to plant life if it reached
the ground is concentrated at about 20 miles
above the earth put extends to about twice
that height. The lower level of the atmos
pbere up to a height of about 7 miles (6 miles
&t the Poles and 10 miles at the Equator) is
known as the troposphere and it is in this
region that nearly all weather phenomena occur
This is the region of moat interest to the fore
caster studying temperature humidity wind
speeds, and the movement of air masses
Temperature falls with height by about 1* C
per 600 ft. to this layer The tropopawe is the
boundary between the troposphere and the
Stoatosvkere* Temperature varies little in the
tower levels of thisregion it is mainly cloudless,
and has no* vertical currents. Strangely
enough, the lowest temperatures of the atmos
 phere a*e to be found not at the Poles but at
about 11 miles above the Equator where a
temperature as low as —80 C has been
recorded 1 Temperatures begin to rise about
20 miles from the earth s surface at about the
same rate as they fall in the troposphere
owing to the absorption of ?olar radiation by
the concentration of ozone The stratospheric
an is extremely dry Near the 60 mile level
a number of important atmospheric phenomena
occur Above this level the oxygen becomes
predominantly monatomic in contrast to the
normal diatomic form at lower altitudes This
ie the ionosphere extending to heights over 500
mileo from the earth s surface This layer acts
as an electrical radio mirror which makes lone
distance radio transmission possible The
auroras are most freauently observed at alti
tudes near 60 miles but do extend at tunes far
higher See also Ionosphere
Atmospherics are electrical impulses which are
believed to originate in atmospheric electrical
dteeharge such as bghtrong They give nee to
trashing background noises in the loudspeakers
of radio sets interfering wi h reception at
dietances of up to 4 000 miles from the centre of
the disturbance The locat on of atmospherics
with the aid of radio direction finding methods
fnve_ warning of the approach of thunderstorms
Atom    SeeF9-14 F20
Atomic Pile an apparatus containing a fissionable
element and a moderator such as heavy water
or graphite in which a self sustaining fission pro
cess proceeds at a controllable rate The first
atomic pile constructed on a squash court at
Chicago was operated for the first tune on
December 2 1942 under the direction of Dr
Enrico Fermi The pile contained 12 400 Ib of
uranium See Nuclear Reactors
Augsburg Confession, name given to the doctrine
of faith of the Lutheran churches drawn up by
Melanchthon and endorsed by Luther for the
Diet of Augsburg (1530)
August named after the Emperor Augustus be
cause it was his lucky month
Aoks duck like sea birds black and white with
short narrow wrngs compact bodies and legs
set well back Breed in colonies on rocky
coasts of 1ST Europe (incl British Isles) and
Spend most time in coastal waters Migrate
south in winter The Auk family includes the
BazorbiU, Little Auk Guillemot and Puffin
The Great Auk became extinct in the 19tb
cent after ruthless hunting for the sake of its
feathers. Except for the Black Guillemot they
lay only one egg a year
Aulic Council a supreme court of the Holy Roman
Empire established by Maximilian I in 1501
Aurora polaris This wonderful phenomenon of
the night sky is a common sight m some high
latitudes north and south It is visible less
often in temperate latitudes and only very
seldom in the tropics. As seen in the northern
hemisphere it is called the aurora boreahs or
northern lights and m the south the aurora
australis or southern lights. The zone of max!
mum frequency surrounds the north magnetic
pole and includes Greenland northern Canada,
and the north coast of Alaska Auroral displays
may take several forma e.o a faint glow a
diffuse ribbon of light crossing the heavens
great folded waving curtains like draperies
the whole sky may be a grand panoply of light
Both the aurora and the magnetic storm as
sociated with it are ascribed to the envelop
ment of the earth in a great cloud or stream of
solar gas shot oat from stormy areas on the sun
(sunspots) that has travelled to the earth at
a speed of over a thousand miles a second. Toe
gas is mainly atomic hydrogen but the atoms
are broken up into then- two parts protons and
electrons These are both electrically charged.
This renders them subject to the influence of the
earth s magnetic field, which deflects many of
them to the high latitudes where the aurora is
most commonly seen The aurora is a kind of
light essentially different from that of the rain
bow which is a partly subjective phenomenon.
Bach beholder sees his own rainbow whose light
is snnhght refracted and reflected by many rain-
drops. The raindrops that produce Ms rainbow
depend on his position as well as on the direction
of the sun The aurora on the contrary is a

